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Server Selection - North America

Thanks to EA Sports’ NHL 23 server selection when playing EASHL club games, we have brought this feature
to Leaguegaming. This tool will be used to determine which server to use based on the “best” location of the
users in each game.

Click here to reference the "how to" thread in order to understand the server selection process.

How Does It Work?

● The tool will look at each user in the game and get the City and their Internet Service Provider (ISP),
then convert both into a GPS location.

● This location would be the center of the city’s ISP (not a precise location) and will not share
your personal information with any other user on the website.

● From this location, the tool will measure the distance to each of EA Sports’  seven in-game
servers and average the location to each server per user in the game:

○ North America North-West = NA-Northwest — Portland (Oregon)
○ North America West = NA-West — San Jose (California)
○ North America North-Central = NA-North Central — Minnesota
○ North America South-Central = NA-South Central — Dallas (Texas)
○ North America Central = NA-Central — Ohio
○ North America East = NA-East — Virginia
○ North America North-East = NA-Northeast — Montreal (QC)

● The server determination will require a minimum of six (6) users to be confirmed for each game and
will be based on the closest twelve (12) users to a server. This is the server that Leaguegaming will
recommend to use for each individual game (if an agreement is not met, see below).

How Do I Use It?

● Prior to the start of each game, teams will be required to confirm their lineups.
● Failure to post a lineup will have the team disqualified from picking a Server Selection listed

below.
● Once all the users have been confirmed for the game, press the Server Selection Beta button (green)

on the game’s page. The best server option will be listed based on the average distance to the server
location.

Server Selection Determination

In all cases (where present), the following will apply

● Both teams are to communicate with one another.
● In order to keep this process as simple as possible, the away team will be set to “any” when

searching, while the home team will be set to the selection made/pre-determined by the home
team.

● If there is no form of communication from one of the teams, the team that communicated will be
eligible to choose from any of the top three servers.

● The deadline for the teams to communicate is five minutes past gametime, where standard
forfeit rules apply as outlined below in the Forfeit Procedure section.
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● If there is a dispute in which one of the teams is searching using an invalid server selection, the
Event Staff reserves the right to ask that both teams provide proof of search.

● Upon the request from the Event Staff, the streamer is to show the full screen of the game
search.

○ No hiding any screens with overlays until the game has been found, matched, and
synced.

● Failure to follow instructions will subject the team to forfeit the game.
● Server vetoes will be in place for both the Regular Season and Playoffs.

If the matchup consists of player(s) from NA-East, NA-Northeast, NA-Central, NA-North Central, or
NA-South Central, the following will occur

● The away team will veto one of the top three servers amongst the NA-East, NA-Northeast,
NA-Central, NA-North Central, or NA-South Central servers.

● The home team will then choose from the remaining two server veto options.

If the matchup consists of player(s) from NA-East, NA-Northeast, NA-Central, NA-North Central, or
NA-South Central vs NA-West, the following will occur

● The home team will veto one of the NA-North Central or NA-South Central servers.
● The remaining server will become the selected server for the game.
● For this to occur, a minimum of six player(s) must be present in the team lineups from the team that

has West Coast player(s).

If the matchup consists of player(s) from NA-East, NA-Northeast, NA-Central, NA-North Central, or
NA-South Central vs NA-North West, the following will occur

● The home team will veto one of the NA-North Central or NA-North East servers.
● The remaining server will become the selected server for the game.
● For this to occur, a minimum of six player(s) must be present in the team lineups from the team that

has West Coast player(s).

If the matchup consists of player(s) from NA-East, NA-Northeast, NA-Central, NA-North Central, or
NA-South Central vs NA-West, or NA-North West (split), the following will occur

● The home team will have the eligibility to veto a server based on the sections above.
● For this to occur, if there is a mixture of player(s) between NA-West and NA-North West, the server

with more player(s) from that location will have its selection process occur.
● If there are more player(s) from NA-West, the home team will be eligible to veto between the

NA-North Central or NA-South Central servers.
● If there are more player(s) from NA-North West, the home team will be eligible to veto between the

NA-North Central or NA-North East servers.
● If there is a split between the player(s) (3/3), the home team will be eligible to veto the server that is

closest by distance (reference above).

If the matchup consists of player(s) from NA-West vs NA-North West, the following will occur

● The home team will have the option to pick the server based on a better average distance.
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